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Using data collected with the CLEO II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we have studied the
decays oft leptons produced throughe1e2 annihilation into final states containingKS

0 mesons, observed
through their decays top1p2. We present branching fractions for decays to five final states:
t2→K0h2nt , t2→K0h2p0nt , t2→K0K2nt , t2→K0K2p0nt , and t2→KS

0KS
0h2nt , whereK

0h2 de-
notes the sum of the processes involvingK̄0p2 and K0K2 particle combinations. Substructure and mass
spectra in these final states are also addressed.@S0556-2821~96!04311-1#

PACS number~s!: 13.35.Dx, 14.40.Ev, 14.60.Fg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although t decays to final states with kaons were fir
observed more than ten years ago, only quite recently h
experiments acquired sufficiently large data samples to m
sure the branching fractions with good precision or to
tempt detailed studies of the decay dynamics. There
many interesting issues: tests of Cabibbo suppress
SU~3! f symmetry breaking@1#, and better understanding o
the spectral functions@2# and substructure. More precis
measurements of kaon modes will allow improved corre
tions to modes which have been measured without dis
guishing between pions and kaons such ast2→h2nt ,
t2→h2p0nt , or t2→h2h1h2nt , where h signifies a
charged pion or kaon@3#. The total branching fraction for

*Permanent address: BINP, RU-630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
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modes involving kaons, which amounts to a few percen
must be measured well if exclusive decays are to be tab
lated accurately@4#.

In this article, we report on studies oft decays to final
states containing neutral kaons using data accumulated w
the CLEO II detector operating at the Cornell Electron Sto
age Ring~CESR!. We begin by reviewing the phenomenol-
ogy of the decays under investigation and stating the obje
tives of our studies. In Sec. II we describe the eve
selection. A discussion of models used in determining th
experimental acceptance follows in Sec. III. In Secs. IV an
V we present the measurements of the branching fractio
and explain our estimates of the various systematic erro
We show the reconstructed invariant mass spectra in Sec.
comparing with the predictions of various models. The a
ticle concludes with a discussion of the results and a su
mary in Secs. VII and VIII.
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A. The decayt˜K̄pnt

By analogy witht decays in the nonstrange sector, th
t→KX mode with the largest branching fraction is expecte
to be t→K̄pnt . The K̄p final state is the Cabibbo-
suppressed analogue of thepp system int→ppnt decay,
and both are expected to be produced predominantly by
vector hadronic currect (JP512). If one ignores vector cur-
rent production of strange (S51) systems with three or more
mesons, the decay width in terms of the mass squared of
final hadronic state (q2), the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Mashawa
~CKM! matrix elementVus , and thet massM t , simplifies
to @2#

G„t2→nt~K̄p!JP512
2

…5
GF
2

~2p!2~2M t!
3uVusu2

3E
0

M t
2

dq2~M t
22q2!2~M t

212q2!

3v1
S~q2!, ~1!

where v1
S(q2) is the vector spectral function with nonzero

strangeness. Similar tor(770) dominance in thepp system,
the JP512 K̄p state is expected to be dominated by th
K* (892) resonance, and the spectral function can be
proximated, assuming that theK* width is sufficiently nar-
row, as

v1
S~q2!52p

f K*
2

q2
d~q22MK*

2
!, ~2!

wheref K* is theK* decay constant. The corresponding non
strange spectral functionv1(q

2) can be obtained by replac-
ing f K* with f r , MK* with M r , andVus with Vud .

In the case of exact SU~3! f symmetry, f K*5 f r . Al-
though this symmetry is broken, from one of the Da
Mathur-Okubo~DMO! sum rules@1# one can derive a rela-
tionship between the decay constants, assuming that
spectral functions are dominated by a single narrow res
nance:

E dq2@v1~q
2!2v1

S~q2!#50⇒
f K*
2

MK*
2 5

f r
2

M r
2 . ~3!

This leads to the relation

B~t2→K*2nt!

B~t2→r2nt!
50.93UVus

Vud
U2. ~4!

Taking B(t2→r2nt) to be (25.060.4)% @5#, uVudu to be
0.975, and uVusu to be 0.222, Eq. ~4! then predicts
B(t2→K*2nt)5(1.2060.02)%.

This calculation assumes that theK̄p andpp final states
are saturated by the lowest-lying resonances, and negle
contributions from radially excited vector mesons. In th
case ofpp, contributions from radial excitations of ther
such as ther(1450) resonance~the r8) are expected@6,7#,
and have possibly been observed@8,9#. Likewise, it is ex-
pected that aK* 8 @for example, theK* (1410)#, will also
populate theK̄p final state. If, as argued by Finkemeier an
e
d
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-
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d

Mirkes @10#, the relative admixtures ofr8 andK* 8 are com-
parable, the predictions from the sum rules remain large
unchanged.

In the calculation,t decays through the vector hadronic
current to final states containing more than two mesons ha
been ignored in Eq.~1!. It has been recognized@11,12# that
the hadronic system int→4pnt decay is an essential com-
ponent of the nonstrange vector spectral function. The fir
Weinberg sum rule@13#, *dq2„v1(q

2)2a1(q
2)…5 f p

2 , where
a1(q

2) represents theS50 axial-vector spectral function,
fails when applied tot data without the inclusion of the
4p spectrum inv1 @11#. Similarly, theS51 vector current
can contribute toK̄pp andK̄ppp final states, however ex-
perimental data and theoretical predictions are limited fo
these modes.

B. The decayt˜K̄ppnt

Similar to theK̄p – pp case,t→K̄ppnt is the strange
analogue oft→3pn, and is believed to occur predomi-
nantly through the axial-vector hadronic current (JP511).
However, the situation is more complicated in the kaon cas
since there are two allowed axial-vector states with simila
masses: namely the3P1 and

1P1 states, denoted asK1A and
K1B , respectively. These states correspond to thea1(1260)
andb1(1235) for the nonstrangeūd final state. In the case of
ūd, the decayt2→b1

2nt is highly suppressed due to
G-parity conservation and can occur only through isospi
symmetry violation, assuming second-class currents do n
exist. However, in the correspondingūs case, the broken
SU~3! f symmetry allowsK1B production int decay along
with K1A ; their relative amounts is a measure of SU~3! f
symmetry breaking@14#.

Experimentally, we do not observe eitherK1A or K1B .
Instead, the observed resonances, denoted byK1(1270) and
K1(1400), are believed to be mixtures ofK1A and K1B
@5,14#. Hence, determination of the branching ratios
B„t2→K1

2(1270)nt… and B„t2→K1
2(1400)nt… will allow

us to probe both the SU(3)f symmetry breaking and the
K1A-K1B mixing. Furthermore, theK1(1270) decays to
many modes, primarilyKr, while theK1(1400) decays al-
most exclusively toK*p. Thus, study of theK̄pp Dalitz
plot will also help untangle the dynamics.

Also in contrast with the 3p case, the absence of an ana
logue forG parity permitsK̄pp production via the vector
hadronic current, for example, through theK* (1410), for
which the dominant decay mode isK*p. In the model of
Finkemeier and Mirkes@10#, the vector current contribution
to K̄pp is predicted to be about 10% of the total.

C. The decayst˜KK̄„p…nt

The phenomenology oft decays to two kaons parallels
that for decays to one kaon. Although not Cabibbo disfa
vored, these decays are suppressed because of the lim
phase space for producing two kaons. The mod
t2→K0K2nt is expected to be dominated by the vecto
current. Since the final state has zero net strangeness, in p
ciple the spectral function and decay rate could be extract
by applying the conserved vector current~CVC! theorem to
data one1e2→KK̄ at low ~belowM t) energies. This is not
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feasible since theKK̄ state ine1e2 is predominantly iso-
scalar~due to thef meson!. Instead, SU(3)f symmetry is
used to relateKK̄ to pp; Eidelman and Ivanchenko@15#
apply this approach to existing data fore1e2→p1p2 to
obtain a prediction fort→KK̄nt . Taking into account
SU~3!-breaking effects such as thep2K mass difference,
they predict a branching ratio fort→KK̄nt of
(0.1260.03)%. In a similar calculation, Narison and Pic
@16# obtain a value of (0.1660.02)%.

As with the K̄pp final state, the three-mesonKK̄p case
is considerably more complicated than the two-meson ca
or the 3p case. Furthermore, theoretical constraints are lac
ing, and predictions vary considerably depending on inp
assumptions. Production of theKK̄p system int decay can
occur through either the vector or axial-vector nonstran
weak hadronic current@17–19#. Gilman and Rhie@17# pro-
posed that this decay might arise through production via t
vector current of ther8, which could decay toKK̄p via
K*K. In a chiral Lagrangian-based model, Gomez-Caden
Gonzalez-Garcia, and Pich@18# examine the axial-vector and
~anomalous! vector contributions tot2→K2K1p2nt with
rp substructure. They conclude that the vector contributi
should dominate by a factor of 10. Deckeret al. @19#, in a
similarly constructed model, include bothK*K and rp in-
termediate states, and find to the contrary that the axi
vector contribution@nominally via the a1(1260)# should
dominate. Further refinement of this model by Finkemei
and Mirkes@10# supports this conclusion.

For t2→K0K̄0p2nt , an additional issue of relevance to
experimental work concerns the coherent evolution of t
K0K̄0 system in this decay. The ratio
R[G(t2→KS

0KS
0p2nt)/G(t

2→KS
0KL

0p2nt) depends on
the decay dynamics. If the decay proceeds through an in
mediate r0p2 ~or fp2) state, for example, then the
KS
0KS

0p2 final state is forbidden by Bose statistics. In th
model of Ref.@10#, R;0.5 but depends on the resonanc
parameters used to describe the decay.

While the dynamics governingKK̄p decays merit study,
additional interest in these decays lies in their utility for con
straining the mass of thet neutrino. Because these decay
are greatly phase-space suppressed, theKK̄p mass spectrum
may be sensitive to a nonzerot neutrino mass, as events ar
likely to populate the region near the kinematic end poi
M t2M nt

. From fourt2→K2K1p2nt events, DELCO de-

rived the most stringent limit onM nt
at that time@20#. How-

ever, existing data are insufficient to determine wheth
KK̄p is more or less sensitive than the also-rare five-pi
final states (B;0.1%) which have since provided the bes
limits ~31, 32.6, and 24 MeV! onM nt

@21–23#.

D. Goals of this study

CLEO II has previously published branching fractio
measurements for the decayst2→K2nt , t2→K2p0nt ,
and t2→K2p0p0nt @24#. Branching fractions for the de-
cayst2→K̄* 0p2nt and t2→K* 0K2nt obtained with the
CLEO 1.5 detector, using theK* 0→K1p2 channel, have
also been reported@25#. Here, we present results for the fina
states @26# K0h2nt , K0h2p0nt , K0K2nt , K0K2p0nt ,
h
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andKS
0KS

0h2nt , where neutral kaons are observed throug
the decayKS

0→p1p2. The focus of this study is on the
determination of branching fractions.

With regard to issues of hadronic structure, we present t
observed invariant mass spectra and point out qualitative fe
tures for comparison with theoretical models and resu
from other experiments. Quantitative analyses of the ha
ronic systems will be reported in a future paper@9#.

II. DATA ACCUMULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Detector and data set

The data included in these analyses were accumulated
tween November 1990 and September 1993 with the CLE
II detector operating at the CESRe1e2 collider. Roughly
2/3 of the data were collected on theY(4S) resonance at a
center-of-mass energyAs52Ebeam;10.58 GeV, with the re-
mainder collected atAs;10.52 GeV. The integrated lumi-
nosity of this sample, 2.96 fb21, corresponds to 2.713106

producedt-pair events. For the statistics-limitedKS
0KS

0h2

channel, we also include 0.69 fb21 of data collected through
February 1994 and between July and October 1990, for
total of 3.333106 t pairs.

The CLEO II detector has been described in detail els
where@27#. The components of the detector which are mo
critical to this study are the three concentric cylindrical drif
chambers occupying the space 4 cm to 95 cm radially fro
the beam axis, comprising a 67-layer charged-particle trac
ing system which is immersed in a 1.5 Tesla solenoidal ma
netic field. This system provides efficient and precise reco
struction of KS

0→p1p2 decays, since at CESR energie
nearly allKS

0’s decay within the first few layers, thus allow-
ing the daughter pions to be tracked. The momentump, in
GeV, of charged particles is measured with a resolution
sp /p(%)'@(0.15p)21(0.5)2#1/2. This corresponds to a
typical resolution of;5 MeV on the invariant mass of the
p1p2 pair produced inKS

0 decay. In addition, ionization
loss (dE/dx) is measured in the 51-layer main drift chambe
with a resolution of 6–7%, permitting some discrimination
between charged kaons and pions, as described in detail
low.

Also important for the measurements reported here is
electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 7800 thallium
doped CsI crystals. These crystals, each of dimensi
;5 cm35 cm330 cm, surround the tracking volume, cov
ering 98% of the full solid angle. Forming the barrel regio
of the calorimeter, 6144 tapered crystals are arrayed just
side of the magnet coil at a radius of;1 m in a projective
cylindrical geometry, covering 82% of the solid angle. Th
remaining crystals are rectangular, and are oriented axially
two end caps, overlapping in solid angle with the ends of th
barrel. The barrel region of the calorimeter achieves ener
and angular resolutions for electromagnetically showerin
particles of sE /E(%)50.35/E0.7511.920.1E and
sf(mrad)52.8/AE12.5 (E in GeV!, respectively. The re-
sulting photon energy and direction information provided b
this system is used to reconstructp0→gg decays which may
accompany the charged tracks, and to veto potential ba
ground processes such ase1e2→qq̄, in which the photon
multiplicity is typically higher than that int-pair events.
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Although not essential to this analysis, the lepton iden
fication capabilities of CLEO II permit classification of de
cays of thet lepton recoiling against a final state of interes
Electron identification is based on energy deposition in t
calorimeter anddE/dx measurements in the main drif
chamber. Muons are identified by their penetration to prop
tional tubes embedded in magnetic flux return iron, at dep
corresponding to three, five, and seven nuclear interac
lengths.

B. Selection of events containing oneKS
0

The primary event selection for all measurements is sim
lar. For brevity, we describe the selection fort2→KS

0h2nt

andt2→KS
0h2p0nt and point to any major difference~s! in

the other analyses. In general, we note that in theKS
0h2

analysis for which the statistics are largest, more string
cuts are applied for better control over systematic errors.
other modes, selection criteria are less stringent for hig
acceptance.

A sample oft2→KS
0h2nt events is selected by requiring

four charged tracks, each with momentum transverse to
beam axispT.0.05Ebeam and ucosuu,0.8, whereu is the
polar angle of the track relative to thee1e2 beam axis (z).
We define a 1–3 topology by requiring one track to be is
lated, making an angle of at least 90° with each of the ot
three tracks. The isolated track must haveucosuu,0.71 and
momentump.0.1Ebeam, to help ensure efficient triggering
and reduce potential backgrounds from two-photon p
cesses and beam-gas interactions. To reduce backgro
from e1e2→qq̄ reactions~denoted asqq̄ events! and two-
photon processes, we require that the net missing momen
of the event be greater than 0.06Ebeam in the transverse (x-
y) plane, and not point within 32° of the beam ax
(ucosuu,0.85). We also require the total visible energy in th
event to be between 0.7Ebeamand 1.6Ebeam.

FIG. 1. The invariant massM (p1p2) for KS
0→p1p2 candi-

dates in thet2→KS
0h2nt sample from data~points! and t Monte

Carlo events~histogram!. The signal and sideband regions used f
event counting are indicated.
ti-
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Events are permitted to contain a pair ofunmatcheden-
ergy clusters in the calorimeter~i.e., those not matched with
a charged-particle projection! in the one-prong hemisphere
with energy greater than 100 MeV which are consistent wi
p0 decay. Afterp0 reconstruction, we reject events which
have remaining unmatched showers with energy greater th
350 MeV. We further reject events with showers of energ
above 100 MeV, provided such showers are well isolate
from the nearest track projection~by at least;30 cm! and
have photon-like lateral profiles. These vetoes suppre
backgrounds fromqq̄ events andt feed across~i.e., t decay
modes containing unreconstructedp0’s or KL

0’s!.
TheKS

0 is identified by requiring two of the tracks in the
three-prong hemisphere to be consistent with the dec
KS
0→p1p2. We determine theKS

0 decay point in thex-y
plane by the intersection of the projections of the two track
onto this plane. This point must lie at least 5 mm from th
meane1e2 interaction point~IP!. We require that the dis-
tance between the two tracks inz at the decay point be less
than 12 mm to ensure that the tracks form a good vertex
three dimensions. The distance of closest approach to the
of the line defined by thex-y projection of theKS

0 momen-
tum vector must be less than 2 mm. The invariant mass
the two tracks, assumed to be pions, must be within 20 Me
of the knownKS

0 mass. For purposes of background subtra
tion, we defineKS

0 sideband regions which are 30–50 MeV
above and below theKS

0 mass. The data and Monte Carlo
~MC! mass distributions are shown in Fig. 1. We find 148

or FIG. 2. Axial view of an event containing aKS
0→p1p2 decay.

This event is a candidate fore1e2→t1t2 with a
t1→KS

0h1p0n̄t decay recoiling againstt2→e2n̄ent decay. The
locations of struck tracking chamber wires are indicated by do
The tracks intersecting at the detached vertex form theKS

0 candi-
date. The calorimeter is shown in an ‘‘exploded’’ view in which
increasing radius is actually increasingz. Two nearly overlapping
showers at the top of the figure reconstruct to form ap0 candidate
of energy;2 GeV. The numbers denote charged-particle momen
and shower energies in GeV.
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events in the signal region and 240 events in the sideb
regions. A single event display for one event containing
KS
0→p1p2 decay is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3~a!, we show

the sideband-subtracted distribution of proper time (d/gv,
whered, v, andg are the flight distance, velocity, and boo
factor of the candidateKS

0) divided by the knownKS
0 lifetime

for events in thet2→KS
0h2nt sample. The distribution de-

viates only slightly from an exponential, and agrees w
with the Monte Carlo prediction.

The selection oft2→KS
0h2p0nt events proceeds as tha

for t2→KS
0h2nt events except that ap0 candidate is re-

quired. Such candidates are formed from showers in
three-prong hemisphere with energy greater than 60 M
anducosuu,0.71. The mass of the two photons is required
satisfy uSggu,3, where Sgg5(Mgg2Mp0)/sgg , and the
mass resolutionsgg is computed from the photon energy an
angular resolution. We definep0 sidebands to be6~4–7!
sgg from the nominalp0 mass. The data are shown in Fig.
with signal andKS

0/p0 sideband regions indicated.Corner
band regions, containing events which lie in the sidebands
bothMpp andSgg distributions, are used to account for po
sible oversubtraction of combinatoric backgrounds. The
are 374~113! $3% events in the signal~sideband! $corner%
regions. The proper time distribution forKS

0 candidates in
these events is shown in Fig. 3~b!.

C. Selection of events with a charged kaon

The selection oft2→KS
0K2(p0)nt events is similar to

that described above. To improve acceptance, we relax k
matical and fiducial volume cuts. The one-prong track m
havepT.0.05Ebeamand ucosuu,0.81. We require the tracks

FIG. 3. Normalized proper time distribution~see text! for recon-
structedKS

0 mesons in~a! t2→KS
0h2nt and ~b! t2→KS

0h2p0nt

candidate events from data~points! and Monte Carlo~histogram!
samples. The corresponding distributions from theKS

0 mass side-
band regions have been subtracted.
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forming theKS
0 to havepT.0.05Ebeamanducosuu,0.90. The

missing momentum must point at least 26° from the bea
axis (ucosuu,0.90).

We use thedE/dx measurements in the main drift cham
ber to identify the charged hadron accompanying theKS

0 as a
possible kaon. To ensure a reliable determination, we requ
the number of samples~hit drift chamber wires associated
with the reconstructed track! used in thedE/dx measure-
ment to be>30. K-p separation is ambiguous in the mo
mentum region between 1 and 2 GeV. Hence, we require
charged kaon candidate to have a momentum of at least
GeV. The momentum spectra of the charged kaons~see Fig.
5! are harder than those for the pion background mod
Thus, this momentum cut also enriches the kaon fraction.
obtain no significant gain in sensitivity by including even
where the kaon momentum is below 1 GeV. Monte Ca
studies indicate that 36–43% oft2→KS

0K2nt events and
25–28% oft2→KS

0K2p0nt events are expected to pass th
.2.0 GeV cut, where the values reflect the range of pred
tions from different models.

We determine the number of signal events statistically,
fitting for the number of charged kaons in th
t2→KS

0h2(p0)nt sample after application of the cuts de

FIG. 4. ~a! Lego plot of the distribution inMp1p2 vs Sgg ~see
text!, for candidatet2→KS

0h2p0nt decays.~b! Scatter plot of the
quantities shown in~a!, with signal, sideband, and corner band re
gions indicated.
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fined above. Specifically, we fit the normalizeddE/dx dis-
tribution,

sK[
dE/dxmeas2dE/dxexp

K ~p!

sdE/dx~p!
, ~5!

where dE/dxmeas and dE/dxexp
K (p) are, respectively, the

measured specific ionization and that expected if the charg
particle is actually a kaon, andsdE/dx(p) is the expected
measurement error. The distribution ofsK for real K ’s
should be a unit-width Gaussian centered at zero.

To check that this quantity is properly calibrated for re
K ’s andp ’s, we use a sample ofD*1→D0p1 decays from
the data in which theD0 decays toK2p1. We selectK or
p candidates with the same criteria as the hadrons in
t2→KS

0K2(p0)nt sample, including the 2 GeV momentum
cut. Above 2 GeV, thedE/dx separation of pions and kaons
is very nearly constant.

The D0 sideband-subtracted distributions for pions an
kaons from;2000D*1→D0p1 data events are shown in
Fig. 6. TheK andp distributions are fit to Gaussians out to
12s and 13.5s, respectively. The means for theK and
p peaks, as determined from the calibration sample, a
20.0460.02 and 1.6360.02, respectively. The correspond
ing standard deviations are 0.9960.01 and 1.0360.02. For
the purposes of fitting thet data, we fix the means to 0.0 and
1.63 and the standard deviations to 1.0 and 1.03, resp
tively. Uncertainties in the parameters used to fit th

FIG. 5. The momentum spectra of charged kaons from~a!
t2→KS

0K2nt and ~b! t2→KS
0K2p0nt events from the generator

level Monte Carlo simulation for several models. In~a!, r-meson
dominance in the spectral function is represented by the solid h
togram, and the dashed histogram represents a nonresonant m
The momentum spectrum of pions fromt2→KS

0p2nt is shown as
the dotted histogram. In~b!, the solid histogram gives the spectrum
corresponding to axial-vector K̄Kp production @via the
a1(1260)#, while the dashed histogram gives that due to vect
K̄Kp production~via the r8), and the dotted histogram gives the
pion momentum spectrum fromt2→KS

0p2p0nt .
ed
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dE/dx distributions are included in the systematic error e
timate.

In Fig. 7, we plot thesK distribution for the 318
t2→KS

0h2nt candidate events passing the cuts descri
above, including the.2 GeV momentum cut. The fit to pion
and kaon response functions yields 111614 K ’s and 205

is-
odel.

or

FIG. 6. Distributions insK @see Eq. 5# of high-momentum ka-
ons ~filled circles! and pions~open circles! from D0→K2p1 de-
cays, used for calibrating thesK distribution. The fits described in
the text are indicated by solid curves.

FIG. 7. ThesK distribution for candidatet
2→KS

0K2nt events.
The data are shown as points with error bars. The dot-dashed
dashed curves indicate the best fit for the kaon and pion com
nents, respectively, and the solid curve indicates their sum. Po
are not shown for bins containing zero entries.
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617 p ’s. The latter is in good agreement with the numbe
expected from measurements of thet→K̄pnt branching
fraction ~including the one presented here!. The fit to the
number ofK ’s in the KS

0 sideband sample gives 0.063.0
events.

In thet2→KS
0h2p0nt sample, the analogous fit to the 63

events yields 32.367.1 K ’s and 31.167.1 p ’s ~see Fig. 8!.
Fits to the numbers ofK ’s in theKS

0/p0 sideband and corner
band regions give 262 and 261 events, respectively.

D. Selection of events containing twoKS
0’s

For the selection oft2→KS
0KS

0h2nt events we require a
1–5 topology with twoKS

0 candidates satisfying criteria
similar to those given above. Kinematical and fiducial vo
ume cuts are relaxed as for those in the charged kaon an
sis, in order to keep the yield as large as possible. We furt
allow the x-y flight distance of theKS

0 candidates to be as
small as 3 mm. The selection results in a sample of 52 eve
in the signal region, 11 events in the sideband region, an
event in the corner band region. In Fig. 9, we show tw
dimensional plots of the invariant mass of the tw
KS
0→p1p2 candidates for both data and MC events.

III. MONTE CARLO MODELING

We generate MC samples using aGEANT-based @28#
simulation of the CLEO II detector. Effects of accidenta
activity in the detector are simulated by embedding data c
lected with a random trigger into MC events. We have pr
duced a sample of about 83106 t-pair MC events, as well
as other samples for specific signal and background de
modes. We also have generated large samples ofqq̄ @29#
andBB̄ MC to aid in evaluating these backgrounds.

FIG. 8. The sK distribution for candidatet2→KS
0K2p0nt

events. The data are shown as points with error bars and the cu
are the same as for the previous figure. Points are not shown
bins containing zero entries.
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We use the KORALB/TAUOLA package @30# for
e1e2→t1t2 production andt decay with several modifi-
cations. Since the situation is complex and the dynamics
the simulation are important, we will describe specifics o
the generator in detail.

A. Modeling of decays to two-meson final states

The modeling of the two-meson final states is fairl
simple. The hadronic form factor fort2→K̄0p2nt decay is
modeled as a singleP-wave Breit-Wigner resonance, corre-
sponding toK* (892) dominance~but noK* 8 contribution!.
We use this parametrization without modification. We adde
the t2→K0K2nt decay mode since it was not included in
Version 2.2 ofTAUOLA. We assume theK0K2 system to be
in a JP512 state, with a polarization specified according t
the V2A structure of weak decays. We investigate both
phase-space spectral function model and one in which t
K0K2 final state arises from the high-mass tail of ther ~see
Fig. 5!.

B. Modeling of decays to three-meson final states

The t2→K̄0p2p0nt decay is presumed to proceed
through the axial-vector current via theK1(1270) and
K1(1400) resonances. We also consider the possibility of
flat spectral function. Although the vector current contribu
tion @perhaps dominated by theK* (1410)# could be substan-
tial, it is essentially neglected inTAUOLA; correspondingly,
we do not consider this component in our measuremen
However, possible biases due to the model dependence
the detection efficiency are considered in the evaluation
systematic uncertainties~see Sec. V!.

Treatment of theKK̄p decays inTAUOLA follows the
model of Deckeret al. @19#. Thet→KK̄pnt decay is imple-

rves
for

FIG. 9. The invariant mass of the twoKS
0→p1p2 candidates

~low mass vs high mass! is histogrammed for~a! data, ~b!
t→KS

0KS
0p2nt signal MC events (;63 the data yield!, ~c! t feed-

across background MC (;33 the data luminosity!, and~d! qq̄MC
~equivalent luminosity comparable to the data!.
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TABLE I. Summary of analysis by decay mode. For each mode we give the total number of ev
Nsig, found afterKS

0-sideband andp0-sideband subtractions, the expected numbers of background events
to non-t processesNq q̄ , andt feed acrossNt , and the detection efficiency,E. Errors are statistical only.

Decay mode Nsig Nq q̄ Nt E ~%!

t2→KS
0h2nt 1242641 38.167.1 223612 6.1860.05

t2→KS
0h2p0nt 264622 9.564.3 5.266.8 2.3960.04

t2→KS
0K2nt 111614 3.661.6 7.762.8 3.5860.13

t2→KS
0K2p0nt 32.367.9 0.861.3 0 1.1760.04

t2→KS
0KS

0h2nt 42.068.0 1.462.4 0.060.2 5.6360.19
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mented through contributions from both the vector and axi
vector currents@19# with the former dominated by ther8 and
the latter dominated by thea1~1260!. The relevant interme-
diate states areK*K and rp ~where again ther decays to
KK̄). For ther8, decay toKK̄p throughrp is forbidden by
G-parity conservation. For thea1 decay, therp (r→KK̄)
channel is heavily phase-space suppressed. Therefore, in
default parametrization of thet2→K0K̄0p2nt decay,
;90% of the decays proceed throughK*K, of which
;30% are from the vector current contribution. For the d
cay t2→K0K2p0nt , however, Deckeret al. @19# suggest
that a cancellation between the two possibleK* charge states
causes theK*K contribution to be zero. Since this cancella
tion is valid only in the chiral limit@10#, we have modified
TAUOLA to include this decay.

Finally, the decayt2→K0K̄0K2nt could also appear in
the KS

0KS
0h2 final state. However, we expect this contribu

tion to be negligible due to the Cabibbo and phase-sp
suppression factors. Consequently, we have not conside
this decay in the Monte Carlo generation.

IV. DETERMINATION OF BRANCHING FRACTIONS

For all analyses we determine the branching fraction
cording to

B~t2→KS
0X!5

Nsig2Nq q̄2Nt

2B~KS
0→p1p2!E*sttLdt

, ~6!

where Nsig is the number of signal events after sideba
subtraction,Nq q̄ is the expected number of non-t ~predomi-
nantly qq̄) background events,Nt is the number oft feed-
across background events,stt is the beam-energy-dependen
t-pair production cross section including radiative corre
tions@30#, L is the luminosity@31#, andE is the efficiency for
detecting events where theKS

0 has decayed top1p2. For
theKS

0KS
0h2 final state, a secondB(KS

0→p1p2) factor ap-
pears in the denominator.

The quantities used are summarized in Table I. The e
ciency is obtained from Monte Carlo samples generated
ing the models described in the previous section, combin
so that the invariant mass spectra agree with the obser
spectra for the given hadronic final states. Backgrounds
estimated using various data and Monte Carlo samples
significant fraction of the background is accounted for by t
sideband subtraction.t backgrounds comprise the dominan
contribution to events populating the sidebands, except in
case of theKS

0KS
0h2 channel for whichqq̄ backgrounds also
al-
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contribute significantly~see Fig. 9!. The contributionsNq q̄
andNt shown in Table I are after sideband subtraction. Th
residualqq̄ background is estimated from the data itself us
ing events where the restrictions on photons in the one-pro
hemisphere have been lifted and the invariant mass of t
charged track plus the photons in the one-prong hemisphe
exceeds thet mass. Such events are predominantly hadroni
and can be used to estimate the contamination in our selec
event sample@32#. For channels with limited statistics, we
rely on theqq̄ Monte Carlo sample. Backgrounds fromBB̄
events and two-photon processes are negligible. The amo
of t feed-across background is estimated from thet Monte
Carlo sample. Such backgrounds include contributions to th
observed signal from unknown or poorly measuredt decays,
such as the contamination of theKS

0h2 sample by
t2→KS

0KL
0p2nt decays. We describe the procedures used

bound these backgrounds in the discussion of systematic
rors in the following section.

The branching fractions determined in these five analys
are @26#

B~t2→K0h2nt!5~0.85560.03660.073!%, ~7!

B~t2→K0h2p0nt!5~0.56260.05060.048!%, ~8!

B~t2→K0K2nt!5~0.15160.02160.022!%, ~9!

B~t2→K0K2p0nt!5~0.14560.03660.020!%, ~10!

B~t2→KS
0KS

0h2nt!5~0.02360.00560.003!%, ~11!

where the first error is due to the statistics of the dat
samples and the second is the overall systematic uncertai
discussed in detail in Sec. V@33#. For the results~7! to ~10!,
we have multiplied thet2→KS

0X branching fractions ob-
tained using Eq.~6! by a factor of 2 to obtain the
t2→K0X results shown. Since theKS

0KS
0 fraction in

K0K̄0h2 events is unknown, the result in~11! is presented as
is.

We can determine the branching fractions for the mode
t→K̄p(p0)nt by taking differences ~7!2~9! and ~8!
2~10!. Taking into account correlated statistical and system
atic errors, we obtain

B~t2→K̄0p2nt!5~0.70460.04160.072!%, ~12!

B~t2→K̄0p2p0nt!5~0.41760.05860.044!%. ~13!
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TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties in percent.

Source KS
0h2 KS

0h2p0 KS
0K2 KS

0K2p0 KS
0KS

0p2

Trigger eff. 0.4 0.2 1 1 1
Track-finding eff. 1.8 1.8 2 2 9
KS
0-finding eff. 3.0 3.0 3 3 6

Photon veto eff. 2.0 2.0 2 2 2
Detector acceptance 2.1 6.2 2 2 2
Model dependence 0.8 0.6 10 10 2
Non-t backgrounds 0.7 1.8 4 4 6
t backgrounds 4.7 0.7 3 0 5
Tag decomposition 5.1 0 0 0 0
p0 reconstruction — 3.0 — 3 —
dE/dx uncertainties — — 7 7 —
Luminosity 1.0 1.0 1 1 1
t cross section 1.0 1.0 1 1 1
MC statistics 0.8 1.5 4 3 3
Total 8.5 8.5 15 14 14
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Isospin relates the branching fraction for theK̄0p2 final
state to that forK2p0. Making use of the 2:1 isospin rela
tion, we compute the weighted average of 3/2 times Eq.~12!
above and 3 times the CLEO measureme
B(t2→K2p0nt)5(0.5160.1060.07)%@24# to infer

B„t2→~K̄p!2nt…5~1.1160.12!%. ~14!

The dominant uncertainties on the measurements ente
this average are uncorrelated. To the extent that theK̄p sys-
tem is dominated by theK* (892) resonance, Eq.~14! gives
the t2→K*2nt branching fraction.

V. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

The systematic errors for the five measurements are s
marized in Table II. The total systematic error is determin
by summing individual uncertainties in quadrature. Belo
we discuss the most significant sources of error individua
focusing primarily on their effects on the systematic
dominatedt2→KS

0h2nt branching fraction.

A. Tracking efficiency and KS
0
˜p1p2 finding

We first consider uncertainties arising from imperfect u
derstanding of the performance of the tracking devices a
subsequent algorithms applied to reconstruct candid
events. This uncertainty has two components: first, in
efficiency with which each charged-particle trajectory is r
constructed~track finding!; and second, in the ability to ad
equately measure the parameters of the pions forming
KS
0 candidate (KS

0 finding!. A study of 1–3 topologyt events
selected with requirements on only three of the four possi
tracks has demonstrated that the detector simulation un
estimates the single track-finding efficiency by;0.4% @34#.
We apply a10.4% per-track correction to the efficiency
and assign the overall change as the systematic uncerta
since the origin of this discrepancy is unknown. Because
the higher density of tracks in thet2→KS

0KS
0h2nt decay, we

assign a more conservative error of 2% per track for t
pions from theKS

0 decays.
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The probability that the momenta of the pions fromKS
0

decay have been sufficiently well measured is studied in se
eral ways. First, distributions of quantities used in the sele
tion of KS

0 candidates show good agreement between da
and MC simulation. Furthermore, we have also performe
theKS

0h2 analysis without applying any of theKS
0 selection

cuts, but plotting the invariant mass of all pairs of opposite
charged pions evaluated at their intersection point. Althoug
the combinatorial background fromt2→h2h1h2nt is quite
large in this case, aKS

0 peak is still evident. We find that the
detector simulation reproduces the relativeKS

0 yield to within
;2%. Second, we have studied the extent to which tails
theKS

0 mass resolution are understood by varying the wid
and position of the signal and sideband regions in th
p1p2 mass spectrum for theKS

0h2 final state. This causes
the branching fraction to change by up to;2%. Fitting to
the mass spectrum also yields a similar variation, dependi
on the form of the fit function used. Independent studies
tails inKS

0 andD*1 decays inqq̄ events in the data support
this result.

Finally, we use thet MC sample to estimate the extent to
which theKS

0 sideband subtraction fails to properly accoun
for combinatorial background which is assumed to var
smoothly in theKS

0 signal region. Combining the statistical
error in this estimate with the two 2% effects mentione
above leads to an overall error of 3% associated withKS

0

reconstruction.

B. Photon veto efficiency

Application of the photon veto is effective for rejecting
backgrounds, but it also results in some loss of detecti
efficiency for our signal modes. This is mainly due to inter
actions of the charged hadrons in the calorimeter, whe
fragments of hadronic showers can mimic the electroma
netic showers of photons. Additional contributions com
from radiative photons and from activity in the calorimete
that is not associated with the primarye1e2 interaction. All
three of these sources are included in the Monte Carlo sim
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lation. We quantify the uncertainty in the simulation of the
effects by varying the energy thresholds for the veto~over
the range of 80–500 MeV for the photon-like shower veto!.
Typical variations inB(t2→KS

0h2nt) are ;2%, and we
assign this as the systematic error.

C. Acceptance and model dependence

We rely on the Monte Carlo simulation for our estimatio
of the detector acceptance due to geometric and kinem
cuts. This is studied by varying these cuts. We find go
agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation
many distributions of kinematic quantities for most of th
modes and assign a 2.1% error associated with detector
ceptance. For thet2→KS

0h2p0nt channel, however, we ob-
serve a systematic shift in the branching fraction as the
on the minimum track transverse momentum is varied. Su
a dependence could be due to inaccuracies in the mode
of the decay~see below!, or in the simulation of the detecto
acceptance. Consequently, for this mode we assign an un
tainty of 6.2%.

The dynamics of the decays being studied also affect
acceptance. For example, in all modes, the simulation rev
that the overall efficiency has some dependence on the
variant mass of the hadronic system. The model-depende
uncertainty is based on the spread in efficiencies predic
with the models described in Sec. III. We also compute t
branching fractions by performing efficiency corrections bi
by-bin in the invariant mass distributions. In all cases, t
results agree well with those obtained using the nomi
models. For theK2K0 and K2K0p0 channels, the mode
dependence is especially severe, since we rely entirely on
Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the acceptance loss
curred by requiring theK2 momentum to be above 2 GeV

D. Backgrounds

As shown in Table I, non-t backgrounds are small. The
uncertainties listed in Table II are derived by varying th
procedures used to estimate the non-t backgrounds. For the
KS
0h2 analysis especially, a more significant source of unc

tainty is in the level of feed-across backgrounds from oth
t decays. We discuss these backgrounds here.

After KS
0 sideband subtraction and non-t background sub-

traction, the feed-across background tot2→KS
0h2nt is esti-

mated from the MC simulation to account for 18.561.0% of
the events. This background arises from three sources:t de-
cays toKS

0h2p0nt ~6.8%! which survive the photon veto;
decays toKS

0KL
0h2nt ~11.3%! in which theKL

0 either passes
through the calorimeter without interacting, or interacts a
deposits energy clusters which survive the photon veto; a
decays to final states which do not contain aKS

0 ~0.4%!.
Uncertainties in the last category are absorbed into
KS
0-finding errors, since these backgrounds are accounted

only to the extent that theKS
0-sideband subtraction works

The uncertainty in the first background (KS
0h2p0nt) is

0.9%, dominated by the overall error on our branching fra
tion determination of that mode. The second background
addressed below.

The KS
0KL

0h2nt background error contains contribution
from uncertainties in the branching fraction and in the ef
se
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cacy of the photon veto in rejecting events containingKL
0’s.

As noted earlier, we cannot infer theKS
0KL

0h2nt branching
fraction from our results ont2→KS

0KS
0h2nt without addi-

tional theoretical assumptions. We consider a range of po
sible values of 0.25 to 0.50 for theKS

0KS
0/KS

0KL
0 production

fraction R, as constrained by theory@10# and experimental
data on substructure in theK2K0p0nt ~see Sec. VI! and
K2K1p2nt @25,35# modes. In addition to our measuremen
of B(t2→KS

0KS
0h2nt), there exist results~see Table III!

from the L3 Collaboration@36# on B(t2→K0K̄0h2nt) with
small model dependence, and from the ALEPH Collabor
tion @37# on B(t2→KS

0KL
0h2nt). Using these three mea-

surements and the range ofR above, we assume
B(t2→KS

0KL
0h2nt)5(0.08360.027)%. The efficiency for

accepting this decay is 7164% that of detecting the signal
modes as determined by the Monte Carlo simulation. To th
we assign a relative uncertainty of 10% to account for po
sible inaccurate modeling ofKL

0 interactions in the detector.
Together these errors result in an uncertainty of 4.5% in t
t2→K0h2nt branching fraction, dominated by the uncer
tainty in B(t2→KS

0KL
0h2nt).

The uncertainty in the estimate oft feed-across back-
ground to theKS

0h2p0nt final state consists of two compo-
nents. First, we consider backgrounds from the known d
cays t2→KS

0h2nt and t2→KS
0KS

0p2nt . The first mode
can contribute if the sideband subtraction fails to proper
account for fakep0’s ~e.g., if the distribution inSgg is not
linear!. The second can contribute if one of theKS

0’s decays
to p0p0 and one of thep0 decays is reconstructed. Based o
uncertainties in the branching fractions for these two deca
and on Monte Carlo statistics, we assign a 0.5% uncertain
Second, we have looked for the decayt2→KS

0h2p0p0nt by
requiring that twop0 candidates be found. We find no evi-
dence for such decays beyond the contribution expect
from the t2→KS

0KS
0p2nt channel noted above. We assign

an additional 0.5% uncertainty to cover possible contribu
tions.

E. Tag decomposition

As a consistency check, we have divided each eve
sample according to the decay of the tag~the one prong! as
classified as eitherenn̄, mnn̄, hn, or hp0n. The isolated
track is considered an electron if it hasE/p.0.85, where
E is the energy deposited in the calorimeter, an
se.22.0, wherese is the normalized difference between
measured and expected values ofdE/dx, analogous tosK
defined earlier. To be considered a muon the isolated tra
must penetrate at least three nuclear interaction lengths
material to the muon detection system. Tracks accompan
by ap0 candidate as described in Sec. II B are classified
hp0n tags. Decay candidates not classified as leptons
hp0n tags are assigned to thehn category. Since muons
below;1 GeV do not penetrate to the muon detectors the
also contribute to this tag classification. Because of the rou
equality of tag branching fraction times identification effi
ciency, the four subsamples are comparable in size.

Comparing the branching fractions computed for eac
subsample, we find good agreement in all modes, except
the KS

0h2nt mode. In this channel, we find that the fou
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subsamples have ax2 of 7.2 for three degrees of freedom
notably, the electron-tagged events give a value which
(26611)% larger than that from the remaining events. Th
level of discrepancy persists when cuts are loosened or tig
ened, and is observed when the data are divided chronolo
cally or according to beam energy. Modification of th
analysis to select the kinematically similar but more copio
t2→h2h1h2nt decay shows no dependence on the tag d
cay.

We have considered two possible sources other than
tistical fluctuation which could result in such a disagreeme
unaccounted-for non-t backgrounds in the electron-tagge
sample, and overestimation of the detection efficiency for t
other samples. The latter is unlikely given the checks me
tioned above. Since electron-tagged events have better c
acteristics for triggering, we have investigated whether th
could be part of the discrepancy. Studies indicate, howev
that the trigger efficiency is above 99% for all tags and
well modeled by the detector simulation.

The possibility of additional background in the electron
tagged sample has also been tested. Background sou
which produce events containing one or more electrons
clude two-photon processes, Bhabha scattering, and be
gas interactions. We have looked for discrepancies in dis
butions which are sensitive to these sources, such as mis
transverse momentum, total visible energy, and electron m
mentum, but have found no evidence of contaminatio
However, most non-t backgrounds containing aKS

0 will also
contain another kaon to balance strangeness. If this were
undetectedKL

0 , it would spoil the typical signatures of these
backgrounds, mimicking the missing energy and momentu
of the neutrinos produced in realt events.

The tag dependence of thet2→K0h2nt branching frac-
tion could also arise from statistical fluctuation. Howeve
the persistence of this variation leads us to conclude tha
systematic origin is likely. Thus, we assign a systematic er
based on the method used by the Particle Data Group@5# to
assign errors to averages of discrepant data. We determin
relative systematic error of 5.1%, which when added
quadrature with the overall statistical error is equal to th
square root of the reducedx2. For the other decays, no erro
is assigned.

F. p0 reconstruction

The efficiency for reconstructingp0→gg decays depends
on the spatial overlap of shower fragments from hadron
interactions in the calorimeter with photon showers. Cons
quently, knowledge of this efficiency is limited by the exten
to which the Monte Carlo program accurately simulates ha
ronic showers. Fort decays to three charged hadrons plu
onep0, we have established this uncertainty to be 3.0%@34#.

G. dE/dx uncertainties

For the modes involving charged kaons, there is a syste
atic uncertainty associated with the calibration of th
dE/dx response for pions and kaons described in Sec.
The dominant issue is the degree to which pions and kaon
the D0→K2p1 calibration sample accurately represen
those found int decay. Relevant to this issue,dE/dx re-
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sponse depends on:~1! track momentum,~2! path length in
the drift cells, varying as 1/sinu of the track, and~3! number
of drift chamber wire hits providing good measurement
The pions and kaons in theD0 control sample are similarly
distributed in momentum~above 2 GeV! andu to those from
t decay. However, tracks from theD0 decay products are
more isolated due to the large mass of theD0, resulting in
less frequent sharing of hits among tracks. Consideration
this effect leads us to assign a 7% uncertainty to our es
mated kaon identification efficiency.

VI. MASS SPECTRA

The spectral functions for these decays and the reson
substructure are of considerable interest. Here, we pres
the invariant mass spectra of the various final states studi
and discuss qualitative features of these spectra. In the fi
ures below, the corresponding distributions taken from th
KS
0 and p0 sidebands~where appropriate! have been sub-

tracted to correct for combinatoric backgrounds. Unless ot
erwise indicated, the spectra have not been corrected for c
tamination from other backgrounds, for resolution effects,
for distortions due to the mass dependence of the detect
efficiency.

A. The K̄p system int2
˜KS

0h2nt

The invariant mass distribution for theK0h2 data sample
is shown in Fig. 10, using the pion mass for theh2. Also
shown is the MC prediction with contributions fromKS

0p2

andKS
0K2 modes, in addition to the estimatedt feed across

and qq̄ backgrounds~indicated as a hatched histogram!.
Both the shape and the normalization of theKS

0K2 contribu-
tion are fixed using our results on this mode~see below!. The

FIG. 10. ~a! The KS
0p2 invariant mass distribution for

t2→KS
0h2nt decays in the data~points! and MC simulation, where

the total background fraction as predicted from the MC sample
shown as hatched.~b! Contributions to the total~solid! signal MC
sample fromKS

0p2 ~dashed! andKS
0K2 ~dotted! final states.
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data are dominated by theK* ~892! resonance, though furthe
analysis is required to quantify additional resonant (K* 8)
and nonresonant contributions.

B. The K̄K system int2
˜K2KS

0nt

Since there are two pseudoscalars in the final state,
decayt2→K0K2nt should proceed through the vector cu
rent, though there are different expectations concerning
spectral function. In Fig. 11, we show the data with the M
prediction for a flat spectral function and ar→KK̄ model
superimposed. The entries in this figure are derived fr
separate fits to thesK distribution for events in each mas
bin. The data prefer the resonant model; however, neit
model provides a satisfactory description of the data.

C. The K̄pp system int2
˜KS

0h2p0nt

The situation for theKS
0h2p0 final state is quite compli-

cated. As discussed previously, this state should have m
contributions fromK1(1270),K1(1400), andKS

0K2p0. We
show the invariant mass distribution forKS

0h2p0 events in
Fig. 12, again assuming the pion mass for the charged h
ron accompanying theKS

0 . Overlaid is the MC prediction
containing contributions from the three channels, as well
the various backgrounds~indicated by the hatched histo
gram!. The data are consistent with aK1 intermediate state
with theK1(1270) contributing substantially more than th
from theK1(1400), contrary to~but not inconsistent with!
results presented by the TPC/2g Collaboration @38#. The
possible vector contribution fromK* (1410) precludes quan-
titative conclusions about the amount ofK1(1400) without
more detailed study.

FIG. 11. The invariant mass distribution fort2→K0K2nt

events is shown for data~points! the MC sample for a flat spectra
function ~solid histogram!, and the MC sample with ar→KK̄
model ~dashed histogram!. Each MC model is normalized to the
number of events in the data.
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D. The K̄Kp system int2
˜KS

0K2p0nt /KS
0KS

0h2nt

We study the structure in theKK̄p final state using both
theKS

0K2p0 andKS
0KS

0h2 final states. In Fig. 13, we show
the invariant mass of theK0K2p0 system for the data. As in
Fig. 11, the entries are derived from fits to thesK distribu-

l

FIG. 12. ~a! The KS
0p2p0 invariant mass distribution for

t2→KS
0h2p0nt decays in the data~points! and MC simulation,

where the total background fraction as predicted from the MC
sample is shown as hatched.~b! Contributions to the total~solid!
signal MC sample from K1(1270) ~dot-dashed!, K1(1400)
~dashed!, andK2KS

0p0 ~dotted! final states.

FIG. 13. The invariant mass distribution fort2→K0K2p0nt

events is shown for data~points!, axial-vector (a1) MC sample, and
vector (r8) MC sample. Thea1→K*K andr8→K*K models are
shown as the solid and dotted histograms, respectively. Th
a1→rp model is shown as the dashed histogram.
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tions for events in each mass bin. This and the followin
plots areKS

0/p0 sideband subtracted and corrected fort
feed-across background but notqq̄ background due to lim-
ited Monte Carlo statistics. Also shown are the MC expect
tions for vector production ofK*K and axial-vector produc-
tion of K*K and rp intermediate states. The data sugge
that theK*K contribution is significant. This is contrary to
the expectations from the chiral model of Ref.@19#, and
more consistent with the model of Ref.@10# which considers
both K*K and rp intermediate states. This is further sup
ported by the fact that the branching fraction@Eq. ~10!# is
comparable to otherK̄Kp charge states@39#, as expected
from K*K dominance. The limited statistics preclude dis
crimination between vector and axial-vector production
K*K, however.

In order to investigate the direct evidence for aK*K in-
termediate state, we show theKp0 invariant masses in Fig.
14. Again, the data are consistent withK*K dominance. On
the basis of these plots alone, however, one cannot rule o
significant contribution fromrp.

The mass distribution for theKS
0KS

0h2 channel, along
with the expectation from the Monte Carlo simulation, i
shown in Fig. 15. As in theK2K0p0 case, there are too few
events to distinguish between different models for this deca
The spectrum shown is relatively background free: nont
backgrounds have been accounted for statistically by
KS
0 sideband subtraction, as is evident by the net number

events above thet mass. Though more restrictive require
ments on theKS

0 reconstruction eliminate these backgroun
events altogether, albeit with some loss of efficiency, n

FIG. 14. The~a! K2p0 and ~b! KS
0p0 invariant mass distribu-

tions for t2→K0K2p0nt events for data~points! and MC simula-
tion. The histograms are the same as for the previous figure.
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event has sufficiently high mass for an interesting constra
on thet neutrino mass.

In Fig. 16, theKS
0p2 invariant mass is plotted for each of

the two combinations possible in eacht2→KS
0KS

0h2nt

event. The data are consistent with being entirely due
K*K, the entries outside of theK* mass region representing
the wrong KS

0p2 combination. The distribution is in good
agreement with the spectrum from the Monte Carlo simul
tion which is dominated byK*K production ofKS

0KS
0p2.

FIG. 16. The KS
0p2 invariant mass distribution for

t2→KS
0KS

0h2nt events~two entries per event! is shown for data
~points! and MC simulation~histogram!.

FIG. 15. The KS
0KS

0p2 invariant mass distribution for
t2→KS

0KS
0h2nt events is shown for data~points! and the MC pre-

diction ~histogram!.
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TABLE III. Present status of exclusive branching fraction measurements for the various (Kh) and
(Khh) modes. Measurements of related semiinclusive decay modes and unpublished results are not
~see Refs.@5# and@4#, respectively!. Also shown are relevant theoretical predictions~corresponding to decay
mode, not experiment!.

t decay mode Experiment B(%) Theory~%!

K̄0p2 ALEPH 95 @40# 0.7960.1060.09

L3 95 @36# 0.9560.1560.06
This analysis 0.70460.04160.072

K2p0 CLEO 94 @24# 0.5160.1060.07
DELPHI 94 @41# 0.5760.23
ALEPH 95 @40# 0.5260.0460.05

K0K2 TPC/2g 87 @42# ,0.26 95% C.L. 0.11@10#
ALEPH 95 @40# 0.2660.0960.02 0.1260.03 @15#
This analysis 0.15160.02160.022 0.1660.02 @16#

K̄0p2p0 ALEPH 95 @40# 0.3260.1160.05

This analysis 0.41760.05860.044 0.96@10#

K2p1p2 DELCO 85 @20# 0.2220.13
10.1660.05

TPC/2g 94 @38# 0.5820.13
10.1560.12 0.77 @10#

K2p0p0 CLEO 94 @24# 0.1460.1060.03
ALEPH 95 @40# 0.0860.0260.02 0.14@10#

K̄* 0p2 CLEO 90 @25# 0.3860.1160.13

ARGUS 95@35# 0.2560.1060.05

K0K2p0 ALEPH 95 @40# 0.1060.0560.03
This analysis 0.14560.03660.020 0.16@10#

K2K1p2 DELCO 85 @20# 0.2220.11
10.1760.05

TPC/2g 94 @38# 0.1520.07
10.0960.03 0.20 @10#

K0K̄0p2 L3 95 @36# 0.3160.1260.04 0.20@10#

KS
0KL

0p2 ALEPH 95 @37# 0.1360.0460.02 0.10@10#
KS
0KS

0p2 This analysis 0.02360.00560.003 0.048@10#

K* 0K2 CLEO 90 @25# 0.3260.0860.12
ARGUS 95@35# 0.2060.0560.04
n
n
n

e
r
to
on-

n

This is as expected since therp intermediate state is no
expected to contribute to this decay.

VII. DISCUSSION

Many of the recent measurements for exclusi
t2→(KX)2nt decay modes are shown in Table III. Withi
errors and to the extent that comparisons can be made, t
is a general agreement between our measurements and
experimental results. Below we discuss our results in
context of the experimental situation and theoretical cons
erations.

A. Decays containing two mesons

For theK̄p final state, isospin symmetry demands that t
K̄0p2 andK2p0 decays occur in the ratio 2:1 independe
t

ve
n
here
other
the
id-

he
nt

of dynamics. Our value forB(t2→K̄0p2nt) is low relative
to expectations from theK2p0 measurements, but in good
agreement with the other results onK̄0p2.

As mentioned in the Introduction,B(t2→(K̄p)2nt) is
expected to be (1.2060.02)%, based on a crude applicatio
of the DMO sum rule. Combining the result o
t2→KS

0p2nt presented here with the result from CLEO o
t2→K2p0nt presented previously@24#, we have measured
it to be (1.1160.12)%. Since the calculation did not includ
the significant non-r contributions to the nonstrange vecto
spectral function, which would increase the prediction
;2%, we conclude that there must also be a significant n
K̄p contribution~such asK̄pp) to theS51 vector spectral
function, if the sum rule is to hold. Qualitative examinatio
of theKp mass spectrum~see Fig. 10! in t2→KS

0h2nt de-
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cays shows that contributions fromt2→K* (892)2nt and
t2→K0K2nt dominate this spectrum. A quantitative anal
sis is needed to establish theK* parameters and determin
whether there is evidence forK* (1410) production~which
would also contribute to theK̄pp final state!.

We have measured the branching fraction of the no
strange decay t2→K0K2nt to be (0.15160.021
60.022!%, consistent with the predictions from CVC o
(0.1260.03)% @15# and (0.1660.02)% @16#. Neither the
nonresonant model nor ther-dominant model reproduces th
K0K2 mass spectrum particularly well; however, more da
are needed to make a strong statement on this issue.

B. Decays to three mesons

For the three-mesonK̄pp andKK̄p decays, comparison
of experimental results is less straightforward. Relatio
among the various charge states due to isospin depend o
dynamics, and only limited constraints can be derived wi
out making assumptions@17#. Untangling of the dynamics is
complicated by the fact that both the vector and axial-vec
hadronic current can contribute to these decays.

The production ofK̄0p2p0, K2p1p2, and K2p0p0

states would occur in the ratio 4:4:1~2:1:0! from isospin, if
the intermediate state is dominated byK̄*p (K̄r). The non-
zero value forK2p0p0 and evidence forK̄* 0p2 production
indicate a largeK̄*p contribution. Since the sum of averag
branching fractions for the three charge states exceeds
times the mean of theK̄* 0p2 branching fraction values,
however, the presence of someK̄r production is also likely.
Furthermore, if theK1(1270) is a major source ofK̄pp, as
suggested by Fig. 12, one would expect the contribut
from K̄r to be significant.

Because there is no clear theoretical prediction for t
t→K̄ppnt branching fraction, our result is difficult to in-
terpret. Our value for B(t2→K̄0p2p0nt) of
(0.41760.05860.044)% is roughly a factor of 2 lower than
the predictions from the model of Finkemeier and Mirke
@10#. From theK̄pp mass spectrum it appears likely tha
there is a significant contribution from the axial-vecto
K1(1270). However, this contribution does not saturate t
high-mass end of the distribution. To know whether t
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high-mass events are due to production of the axial-vect
K1(1400) or the vectorK* (1410) will require a study of the
angular distribution of theK̄*p system.

Similarly, for the nonstrange decayt→K̄Kpnt , com-
parison and interpretation of branching fractions is difficult
From isospin, we expect that the production ratio fo
K2K0p0, K2K1p2, and K0K̄0p2 final states would be
2:1:1 ~1:1:1! if the substructure were dominated byrp
(K*K). Taken together, the results listed in Table III and th
mass spectra shown in Figs. 13 and 14 suggest thatKK̄p
production occurs at a significant level throughK*K. The
model of Ref. @10# predicts branching fractions for
t2→K0K2p0nt close to our measurement of
(0.14560.03660.020)%, but somewhat higher values for
t2→KS

0KS
0p2nt than what we observe.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have reported on analyses of fivet
decay modes involvingKS

0 mesons using data obtained with
the CLEO II detector. We have measured branching fraction
for these modes with better precision than those of previou
measurements and have presented invariant mass spectra
comparison with theoretical models. These results shed so
light on the the complicated dynamics oft decays to final
states containing kaons. However, more experimental wo
is needed to resolve the outstanding issues.
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